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In this paper, we proposed a novel interactive-based mapping building method. In this
method, map is represented by a mixture of topological semantic map and grid map. Grid
map is built from laser scan by GMapping algorithm, and semantic topological map is
built under the cooperation of user and robot. During the map building, user tell robot
where should be extracted as a topological node, then robot extract and describe them
with the semantic listened from user and current position. By this method, we can easily
overcome the problem of extrating and descripting nodes in traditional topological map
building method, and get a semantical description of nodes which is almost the same with
human. Besides, the combination of grid coordinate and human-like semantic description
can eliminate the differences between human and robot while representaion environment
in a inner way, bridging them without hard working.
Based on the map we have built, a semantic navitaion system is constructed. In this sys-
tem, users speak out the goal that the robot desired to go, then robot recognise the goal and
use it as index to find the corresponding point in grid map, then finish the path planning and
navigation with grid map. Except that, to resolve the initial localization problem, we pro-
posed a localization-evaluate-relocalization global localization method, in which a little
modification is made to the particle weighting part in particle filter localization algorithm,
which using the maximum weight of all particles as a representative of particle genera-
tion’s localization accuracy. Using this criterion, we can decide whether a relocalization
is neccessary.
The whole system is built on the framework of opensource Robot Operating Sys-
tem(ROS), and experiment with P3AT, a robot from Mobile Robots Company. The result
shows that proposed semantic-topological mixture representation of map and interaction















man to get an available map for navigation. And given a map describe environment com-
pletly, the localization-evalueue-relocalization method can initially localize a robot that
put at any place, with an accracy of 100%. We believe that the whole system have im-
proved the performance of interaction of service robot greatly and make them more easy
to use.
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领技术革命的行业。据国际机器人联盟（IFR，International Federation of Robottics）
2012发布的统计报告称1，2011年专业机器人和家用机器人总共出售 16，408台，
相比与 2010年上升 9%，总售价达 36亿美元，相比 2010年上升 6%。其中，家用




到 1.67亿，并且将在 2015年达到 2亿;此外，残疾人口总数在 2006年达到了 8296
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